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Hey!

WELCOME 
AUTUMN

From earth to heaven, and from heaven to earth.
 The Beauty of Aging and Call it Magic are the two 

capsules that are part of the Kave Home AW19 collection. 
A journey through two worlds that reflects duality.
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The Beauty 
of Aging 

AW19

Nature shows us her beauty hidden in a time 
of change and transition. The concept of the 
passing of time is perceived positively 
as a process of regeneration.
 
Moss, leaves and branches accompany 
us through this end of the cycle during the 
autumn. Their organic colours and textures 
have inspired us to create this capsule.
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Lita cushion cover - 14€ 
Armchair Gamer - 329€

Flowers are the ultimate expression of life 
in nature. Even during the final stages, colours 
such as burgundy or pink take importance. 
A source of inspiration for the patterns 
and pieces we have designed.

Dark floral 
patterns

Mak cushion cover - 19€ 
Aldina wall pot - 16€
Round Natures picture - 53€
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We will find light in the 
darkness and virtue 
in decadence.
Let nature go through its life 
cycle and it will show us 
the direction, colours, and the 
meaning of all it conceals.

Atalia chest of drawers - 499€ 
Rectangular Natures picture - 49€
Chair Herbert - 139€

Beattie table lamp - 69€ 

Hard wood
Sideboard Atalia - 739€ 
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Upside

Down
Large Avril Hourglass - 11€ 
Large Avril Hourglass - 14€

The hourglass is one of the pieces that shows 
us perfectly and visually how  time can be 
turned around, remade toward a new life.

Aleray vase - 30€ 
Aleray vase - 38€
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The slow
goodbye

Days filled with light are ending 
and, with the change of foliage, 
trees bid farewell to their 
leaves after a whole year to be 
reborn and usher in the next 
one. A change to show us the 
beauty of aging that will give 
us the tranquillity to embark 
on a moment of transition, 
adaptation, and peace.

Sofa Debra - 749€ 
Mak cushion cover - 17€

Bonnie carpet - 66€

Lita cushion cover - 16€ 
Belana lamp - 69€

Natures picture - 39€

Anni vase - 15€ 
Anni vase - 19€
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Dense textures gain strength through their 
tactile and sensory qualities, simulating 
nature that emerges in the damp surfaces 
of the forests. Moss recreates a fantasy visible 
in shapes and colours that are represented 
in some of the pieces in this collection.

The wilder side of nature is still a great 
source of creativity for prints and design, 
going deeper into the forest and observing 
the textures of the undergrowth. 

Moss lover

Luz terrarium - 36€ 
Ayumi side table - 89€

Ademia Vase - 26€ 

Organic colours 
as a reference to leaves
in layers, moss and trees.

Daniza cushion cover - 23€ 
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This armchair is one of the latest versions in the Meghan 
collection. Upholstered in mustard corduroy with a visible 
structure made from solid ash with a wenge finish, 
it follows and updates Mid-Century lines. It also maintains 
its ample curves, an aesthetic and functional signature in 
this collection. A design piece with clear intentions to shape 
and comfort. Cool relaxation!

Corduroy
& Velvet

Asha side table - 179€ 
Bonnie carpet - 66€

Trends such as corduroy and velvet 
evoke the textures of nature 
at this time of year.

Meghan armchair - 459€ 
Belana pendant lamp - 59€
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Wood is a material that 
ages naturally, a beauty 
that showcases the 
scratched effect in a 
precise and elegant way. 

In wood
we trust

Sisina ceiling lamp - 69€ 
Delsie Sideboard - 669€

Not only is solid wood highly 
resistant, it also retains all 
its charm in every piece, with 
the knots and cracks that 
make each piece of furniture 
truly unique. A material 
that expresses the passing 
of time as it darkens, and a  
patina that shows its natural 
wrinkling, accentuated when 
the wood is left untreated.

Estantería Basi - 239€ 
Cristelle vase - 23€

Adila cushion cover - 23€

Astera vase - 12€ 
Astera vase - 15€
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Pink

Flow
From the union between a typical floral colour 
and the texture of moss comes the Blok sofa 
in dusky pink. A piece that is sure to turn heads 
thanks to its great personality and character.

For a perfect combination, go for the matching 
pouf as well.

Sofa Blok - 779€
Cushion Blok - 44€
Cushion Blok - 39€
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Shop now at

CRAZY
FAST

DELIVERY
More than 250,000 products in stock  

so you can receive your order within 48h.
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#InTheKaveOf
Macarena Gómez

Read more: KaveHome.com/MagazineEN
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Sofa Debra - 749€
Juhe floor lamp - 194€
Cushion cover Geoline - 17€
Cushion cover Sabi - 8€

Macarena Gómez actress, 
mother, gymnast, dancer… She 
is all that and much more. A 
lover of trends and fashion, but 
always with a personal touch 
and remaining loyal to her 
own unique style. Would you 
like to discover the decor she 
has chosen for her little haven 
in Empordà and many more 
secrets besides? Today we are 
her guests. Come on in.

The Spanish actress Macarena 
Gómez and her husband Aldo 
Comas have opened the doors 
to their home in Empordà, 
where they have found a 
place to disconnect from their 
non-stop lives. They both 
adore this region, its beaches, 
its people and its mountains, 
and could not have chosen 

a better spot. The house is a 
reflection of her personality, 
and she defines herself as an 
eclectic woman. Without being 
typecast into any one style, 
she has a very good eye and a 
great imagination. A huge fan 
of bright colours and prints. 
So the blue Debra sofa goes 
perfectly in her living room. 
Taking its inspiration from Mid 
Century lines and Scandi style, 
it brings a touch of modernity 
and elegance. To connect with 
nature and create a rustic feel, 
the Georg wooden sideboard in 
natural shades was a perfect 
match. As if that were not 
enough, she has paired it with 
the Tulsi coffee table, which has 
its own personality, combining 
wood and glass. She explains 
to us that, for her, decor is 

an inspired science based on 
watching and helping her 
mother, who was passionate 
about decor, and she has 
become quite an expert. Her 
home is full of details and 
personal objects combined with 
design furniture and highly chic 
decor. She has never been a 
huge fan of rugs, but she simply 
couldn’t resist the colourful 
Kopke, featuring a multi-co-
loured print that fills her living 
room with life and personality. 

Her home is more than ready to 
receive guests on the weekend! If 
you cannot resist and you want 
the look created by Macarena 
Gómez, find all the furniture and 
decoration with us.
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Zelena artificial succulen - 25€ 
Shallow Blanket - 19€
Tulsi Coffee table- 455€

1
2
3

1

3

2
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HONEY, I’M HOME!
RECEIVER

Show that your hallway is not just another 
passageway. We can help you turn it into 
a space where you can love your home sweet 
home (even more) from the very first moment 
you walk in the door.

6

1 32

4 5

Nictexa picture - 33€ 
Anera mirror - 119€
Suculenta Flower - 10€
Ivonne armchair - 116€
Duilia Console - 239€
Roland blanket - 54€

1
2
3
4
5
6

RECEIVER

Take off 
your shoes

Marcolina Console - 79€
Marcolina Mirror - 62€
Amina wall lamp - 53€

Cristelle vase - 23€
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LIVING ROOM

Sofá Saffron - 639€
Table Kovacs - 159€
Catifa carpet - 114€
Xooc picture - 49€

3

1

4 5

2

TIMELESS SOFAS 
LIVING ROOM

The sofa is and will always be the star of your living room 
or chill out area. Don’t limit yourself and choose the one that best 
suits you. Like one of these retro designs, inspired by 70s, 
or a contemporary style. The more we look, the more we like.  
Because we are drawn to the basics.

Ultimate Comfort

More at: KaveHome.com/SofasEN

Marelli Mirror - 53€ 
Oksana Sofa - 729€
Sisita side table - 98€ 
Aviva magazine Rack - 29€
Nahali Cushion Cover- 9€

1
2
3
4
5
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Design  
through light

LIGHTING

1

5 6

87

2 3

4

Yes, we are going further. Light is important, and it does 
so much more than just illuminate. It is the key to defining 
our lifestyle. You choose. What do you prefer, 
mood lighting or endless daylight?

Olimpia wall lamp  - 58€
Pryia wall lamp - 68€
Sirina ceiling lamp - 69€
Olimpia floor lamp - 135€
wall lamp Aridea - 68€
Sisina lamp - 89€
Orbital lamp - 159€
Arilia lamp - 66€

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8More at: KaveHome.com/Lighting

LIGHTING

Module Compo - 837€
Big tray Compo - 111€ 

Phant table lamp - 123€

SWIFT 
ON DESIGN 
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Minna chair - 89€ 
Full Argo table - 259€
Astera vase - since 12€

DINING ROOM

UP TO THE TABLE!
DINING ROOM

It seems we have forgotten how to hold 
an interesting conversation with our loved 
ones as we enjoy a good meal. 

At Kave Home, we have chairs and tables 
to create dining rooms that we are confident will 
push mobile phones firmly into the background.

3 4

21

Barcili table - 409€
Olympia chair - 129€
Herrick chair - 136€
Extendable Milian table - 509€

1
2
3
4

NO WIFIALLOWED
More at: KaveHome.com/Chairs -  KaveHome.com/Tables 
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Porcelain stoneware 
tables that can 
resist anything.

PORCELAIN

Let’s start with the Argo collection. This model features a porcelain stoneware 
table top and stainless steel legs, two exceptionally elegant materials. A design 
with plenty of personality. The table top comes in an Iron Moss finish and has 
a glass stand. Its structure will create a very innovative look in your dining room, 
since the legs seem to be intertwined. Believe us!

Scratch-resistant

Easy to clean

It maintains its colour  
when exposed to UV rays

 Stain resistant  
and waterproof

 It can endure  
extreme temperatures

Impact resistant

 The properties of porcelain stoneware are:

We have more than 60 products made with this material.

Rewena side table - 99€
Argo table - 999€

1
2

More at: KaveHome.com/Porcelanic 

Show off your table for its design  
and the strength of its materials.  
The porcelain stoneware table tops, 
made in Europe, are largely made 
from recycled materials. 

 A timeless piece with countless 
models and finishes for you to find 
yours. What’s yours?

THEY ARE 
INDESTRUC-

TIBLE!
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KITCHEN

Noala pendant lamp - 33€ 
Siddy Wall Clock - 18€
Barstool Madona - 39€

MORE THAN FOOD
KITCHEN

Let’s grab a drink! The dress code? In your PJs 
if you fancy it. Because you don’t have to go far 
to feel like you’re lounging in a real cocktail bar.  
Your kitchen has so many possibilities. 

Make the most out of it and enjoy it when cooking, 
eating, or having a laugh in good company.

4 5

2

6

31

CHEERS!

Quinby stool - 69€
Bulacan round cutting board - 29€
Wall Clock Bitia - 29€
Clarence box - 8€
Bransc Set - 29€
Coline Table - 395€

1
2
3
4
5
6

More at: KaveHome.com/Decoration
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BATH VICTIM
BATHROOM

Kuveni was a mythological goddess who lived in Sri Lanka. And what 
better way to transport yourself each morning to exotic landscapes than 
with our Kuveni collection of bathroom furniture made from solid teak 
wood treated with waterproof oil that is highly resistant to water and 
steam from hot showers. Get ready every day with the power of the 
divine so you can take on the world even first thing on a Monday.

4

3

1 2

Nell footrest - 97€ 
Soap dispenser Thurmont - 13€

Marelli mirror - 45€
Suculenta Zelena - 10€
Denpasar pot  - 54€
Mast Set - 109€

1
2
3
4

Bath
victim

More at: KaveHome.com/Bathroom 

BATHROOM

Polke mirror - 187€ 
Kuveni Bathroom cabinet - 279€
Miekki carpet - 19€
Miekk towel - 10€
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BEDROOM

Wing headboard - 185€ 
Balia nightstand - 178€
Kyara wall Lamp - 69€
Chemps plaid - 21€

HOME IS WHERE 
YOUR BED IS

BEDROOM

What you need is a bedroom that not only 
adapts to the way you sleep, but also fits  
in with your pace of life.  
Don’t settle for less! Achieve the nirvana 
of sleep with our bedroom ranges.

4

1

5

32

More at: KaveHome.com/Rest

Vonne table lamp - 54€
Randie picture - 53€
Andy vase - 16€
Kyoko nightstand - 229€
Bed base high Nikos - 274€

1
2
3
4
5

Zzzz...
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Kave Stories
What began as a small shop selling mattresses 
and sofa beds has become, 37 years later,  
an international project that reaches more 
than 75 countries. And this only happens 
when you do things with passion. 
 
We know that details are everything, 
and that’s why we closely monitor the entire 
design process for every product. Our goal? 
To bring quality design to the whole world 
with impeccable service.

FURNITUREVICTIM And then there were three! Our first store was 
in Barcelona, the second in Vigo, and we have 
finally landed in the capital, Madrid. 
All of them revolve around a Mediterranean 
concept, blending green and natural 
surroundings with elements of the brand itself.

Mediterranean
Soul

Francesc Julià, founder of the brand, 
believes in dedication, precision 
and caring about design, quality 
and manufacturing systems. 

Values that are present in our team 
here at Kave Home and our partners.
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#KaveProjects
Allow our team of interior designers and architects to advise you. 

Can’t make up your mind? The vast array of materials 
we have in store are sure to help you get it right 

and create the space of your dreams.

We can offer advice about one, two or three rooms, 
or even your whole home. It’s up to you!

Only in 

Kave Stores 
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#KaveHome

FOLLOW US

Don’t
be shy!
Be inspired by the homes of our #KaveCrew.

 Share

Scan this pincode with the Pinterest app  
and discover all our boards.

@virginia.stablum @decoestilo12 @jonanwiergo

@mumandhome_

@thehangingplants

@homearchilab

@pastelcrib

@bedr.apartments@inlau @egueyseta

900 897 980   ·   cliente@kavehome.com  ·  661 840 702

HASTA LA 
VISTA BABY!

Will you miss us? Don’t worry! 
We can carry on talking by chat, telephone or whatsapp. 

You decide. We have such a personalised service 
that we might just end up giving you some tips 

to get you over the post-holiday blues.

Kave M
agazine N

º4
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AW19, chairs,
velvet, sofas, pink, 
flowers, armchairs, 
beauty, renew, 
lamps, decor, 
wood, autumn.

Barcelona Store

Mon-Sat: 10am to 9pm
Diagonal@kavehome.com
Avinguda Diagonal, 488
08006 Barcelona

Vigo Store

Mon-Sat: 10am to 9pm
Vigo@kavehome.com
Rua de Rosalía de Castro, 16
36201 Vigo

Madrid Store

Mon-Sat: 10am to 9pm
Sun: 12pm to 9pm
hermosilla@kavehome.com
C/Hermosilla, 13
28001 Madrid

See you 
later alligator!




